
 

Postgraduate Officer Update for Taught Academic Council 31/10/2018 

Updates: 

1. New Vice-Chancellor 
On 3rd September I attended Senate additional meeting (regarding VC 
appointment) together with SU President Eve and SU Education Officer Jack. 
Later that day, the university made public the decision of appointing 
Professor Ian White to be our new VC. Back in July, the SU delivered a student 
session (scenario-based interview round) during VC Recruitment and I was 
very lucky to have been involved as a postgraduate representative. 
 

2. Masters level pass mark to be changed to 50% (Curriculum 
Transformation) 
In June, Senate discussed the rationale for changing the master-level pass 
mark, and the implications for integrated Masters Programmes. It agreed 
that work begin to change to a 50% pass mark for all master-level units for 
implementation for cohorts starting in 2020 on courses re-designed under 
the curriculum transformation programme. 
 

3. NSS PGT trial is likely to be run at Bath this year 
On 17th October, I attended Senate and in one of the papers regarding PTES 
(also seen in 25th September ULTQC), it mentioned that there has been a 
decrease in PTES respondents reporting they would recommend the 
University to a friend or relative; this fell from 92% in 2017 to 86% in 2018. These 
decreases in satisfaction are concerning in light of the anticipated growth in 
PGT programmes at Bath and the likely trial of a PGT version of the 
undergraduate NSS in 2019. 
 

4. Online programmes project and student representation 
On 17th July, there was a brief on the development of PGT Online Programmes 
at ULTQC. Following that meeting Jack and I then met with people from 
Learning Partnerships Office on 23rd October and discussed student 
representation in those online programmes. We feel notice boards or online 
feedback forums are suitable ways to gather feedback from these students. 
Information of the SU and contact details of SU Officers should also be made 
available. 
 

5. New reps and new PGA Executive Committee (PGA Exec) 



 

I am so glad that so many dedicated PGT academic reps were elected, 
congratulations! 
It is worth mentioning that this is the second year in a row that we didn’t have 
to put on a by-election for PGA Exec Elections (hurray). Some of the roles were 
designed specifically for PG students (PGT Chair, PGT Experience Rep). Also 
we get an Events Rep who is a PGT. 
I am looking forward to working with these amazing people! 


